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Abstract 
The paper contains proof-theoretic investigations on extensions of Kripke-Platek set theory, 
KP, which accommodate first-order reflection. Ordinal analyses for such theories are obtained by 
devising cut elimination procedures for infinitary calculi of ramified set theory with II,, reflection 
rules. This leads to consistency proofs for the theories KP + l7, rejlection using a small amount 
of arithmetic (PRA) and the well-foundedness of a certain ordinal notation system with respect 
to primitive recursive descending sequences. 
Regarding future work, we intend to avail ourselves of these new cut elimination techniques 
to attain an ordinal analysis of Z7: comprehension by approaching l7; comprehension through 
transfinite levels of reflection. 
1. Introduction 
Since 1967, when Takeuti obtained a consistency proof for the subsystem of analy- 
sis based on impredicative ZL7: comprehension, great progress’ has been made in the 
proof theory of impredicative systems, culminating in the “‘Admissible Proof Theory” 
originating with Jtiger and Pohlers in the early 80’s. In essence, admissible proof theory 
is a gathering of cut elimination techniques for infinitary calculi of ramified set theory 
with 2 and/or IT2 reflection rules2 that lends itself to ordinal analyses of theories of 
the form KP + “there are x many admissible? or KP + “there are many admissi- 
bles”. By way of illustration, the subsystem of analysis with Ai comprehension and 
Bar-induction can be couched in such terms, for it is naturally interpretable in the set 
* Research partially supported by NSF grant DMS-9203443. 
’ See [33,27,6,14,17,13,32,18,20]. 
* Recall that the salient feature of admissible sets is that they are models of 4 collection and that do 
collection is equivalent to P reflection on the basis of the other axioms of KP (see [ 31). Furthermore, 
admissible sets of the form L, also satisfy I& reflection. 
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theory KPi := KP+Vy3z (y~z A z is admissible) (cf. [ 141). Nonetheless, the advanced 
techniques of admissible proof theory are far too weak for dealing with significantly 
stronger theories like IZ: analysis, let alone full analysis. An ordinal analysis of ZI: 
comprehension would inherently involve one for all the theories KP + IT, reflection, 
and, therefore, a first step to be taken towards this end consists in devising ordinal 
notation systems that give rise to cut elimination procedures for infinitary calculi with 
ZZn reflection rules. 
In this paper we focus on the ordinal analysis of Z73 reflection. This means no genuine 
loss of generality, as the removal of rr3 reflection rules in derivations already exhibits 
the pattern of cut elimination that applies for arbitrary IL7,, reflection rules as well. 
As regards the advance achieved in this paper, it should be pointed out that we cherish 
much higher expectations than just moving a tiny step towards L7: comprehension. The 
idea is that I7: comprehension can be fathomed by going through transfinite levels of 
reflection; and thus an ordinal analysis for it should be attainable via an, admittedly, 
considerable extension of the machinery laid out in this paper. 
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces set-theoretic reflection and 
situates it with regard to non-monotone inductive definitions, subsystems of analysis 
with P-model reflection and ZI$ comprehension. Section 3 provides a formalization of 
KP as sequent calculus. In Section 4, so-called collapsing functions are developed which 
give rise to a strong ordinal notation system 7(K). ‘T(K) is introduced in Section 5. 
In Section 6, we define an infinitary calculus M(K) with n3 and ZL72 relection. Here 
we draw on Buchholz’s [5] approach to local predicativity, in particular, the notion of 
operator controlled derivations. Section 7 deals with the elimination of uncritical cuts in 
RS(K) derivations, i.e. cuts whose cut formulae have not been introduced by reflection 
rules. Section 8 is devoted to interpreting KP + ZI3-Ref in RS(X). Section 9 and 10 
are concerned with the removal of critical cuts in RS( K) derivation. Finally, in Section 
11, we indicate how ordinal analyses for arbitrary U,, reflections can be obtained. This 
section also contains some remarks on consistency proofs. 
2. Set-theoretic reflection and related principles 
This section provides some background information and contains (almost) no proofs. 
Its theorems will not be used in later sections. 
We shall consider set-theoretic reflection on the basis of Kripke-Platek set theory, 
KP, which arises from ZF by omitting3 the power set axiom and restricting the axiom 
schemes of comprehension and collection to absolute predicates, i.e. A0 predicates. 
Definition 2.1. A set-theoretic formula is said to be 17, (respectively &) if it consists 
of a string of n alternating quantifiers beginning with a universal one (respectively 
existential one), followed by a Ac formula. By 17, reflection we mean the scheme 
F -+ 3z[Tran(z) AZ $0~F~l, 
3 This contrasts with [ 31, where the infinity axiom is not included in KP. 
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where F is 17, and Trun( z ) expresses that z is a transitive set; FZ denotes the formula 
that arises from F by restricting the unbounded quantifiers to z, i.e. Vx gets replaced 
with (V.YEZ) and 3x with (3x~z). 
An ordinal cz > 0 is said to be IT,,-rejecting if L, /= II,, rejection. 
Zn reflection and &reflecting are defined analogously. 
Note that if K is 17,-reflecting and II > 2, then K must be a limit ordinal > w. Therefore 
L, is a model of all the axioms of KP other than do collection. But A0 collection issues 
from n,, reflection, and hence L, k KP + IT,, rejlection. 
l7,-reflecting ordinals have interesting points of contact with non-monotone inductive 
definitions. 
Definition 2.2. A function r from the power set of N into itself is called an operator 
on N. r determines a transfinite sequence (r( : 5 E ON) of subsets of N, 
rA = PA u r(P), 
where PA = U5.,A rc. 
The closure ordinal jr1 of r is the least ordinal p such that Pfl = P. r is said 
to be @ when there is an arithmetic @ formula F( U, u) with second-order variable U 
such that, for all X C N, 
r(x) = {nEN: F(X,n)}. 
Let ) I$ I:= sup{ 1 r I: r is @}. 
Owing to Aczel and Richter [ 11, we have the following characterization. 
Theorem 2.3. For k > 0, 
) @ ( = first flk+] -rejecting ordinal. 
Several notions of recursively large ordinals are modelled upon notions of large cardinals. 
This is especially true of notions like “recursively inaccessible ordinal” and “recursively 
Mahlo ordinal”. It turns out that the least ZZs-reflecting ordinal is greater than the least 
recursively Mahlo ordinal, indeed much greater than any transfinite iteration of recursive 
“Mahloness” from below. For instance, every Us-reflecting ordinal K is recursively K- 
Mahlo. 
Definition 2.4. An ordinal K is recursively Mahlo if for every K-recursive function 
f : K -+ K there exists an admissible ordinal p < K that is closed under f. 
A recursively Mahlo ordinal K is recursively a-Mahlo if for every K-recursive function 
f : K - K there exists an admissible ordinal p < K closed under f such that p is 
recursively P-Mahlo for all p < CY. 
Regarding a notion of large cardinal to which ffs-reflecting ordinals provide the recursive 
counterparts, Aczel and Richter [ 11 have convincingly argued that this should be the 
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weakly compact (or Z7: indescribable) cardinals. By the same token, for n > 1, l7,,+2- 
reflecting ordinals should be regarded as the recursive analogues of ZL7: indescribable 
cardinals. 
Since subsystems of analysis appear to be the most common measure for the cali- 
bration of proof-theoretic strength of theories, we shall also give a characterization of 
KP + ZI,, rejection (for n > 2) in terms of subsystems of analysis. However, 17, re- 
Jlection does not simply translate into familiar levels of comprehension of the projective 
hierarchy. In proof-theoretic strength, the theories KP+IT, rejection (n > 2) are strictly 
between Ai comprehension plus Bar-induction and 17; comprehension. It turns out that 
set-theoretic reflection by transitive sets is related to P-model reflection. 
Via coding, any set of natural numbers X gives rise to a countable collection of 
subsets of N, {(X) k : &IV}, where (X)k = {m : 2k3m~X}. The structure 
ax=(N,{(X)~:KEN},O,l,+,~,=,E) 
(where the first-order part is standard) is a P-model if, for any Lri sentence A with 
parameters from &, A holds in Bx iff A is true (or, equivalently, the notion of well- 
foundedness is absolute with regard to 23x). We shall refer to LTx as the the model coded 
by X. The notion of countably coded P-model can be formalized in analysis. Hereditarily 
countable sets can be identified with certain well-founded trees on N and thus can be 
modelled in second-order arithmetic (see [ 21) . Let ACA denote the subsystem of second 
order arithmetic with comprehension restricted to arithmetic predicates. We use ZEX as 
an abbreviation for 3k[ Z = (X)k]. The following characterization can be obtained (see 
~311. 
Theorem 2.5. For n > 2, KP + II,, reflection proves the same Z7: sentences of second- 
order arithmetic as ACA plus Bar-induction augmented by the scheme 
vz,,. . .,z& [A(Z,,. . .,&) --+ 3x [&EX,, . . . r\&EX A a, b A(&,. ..,.&) I], 
where A ranges over the I&, formulae of second-order arithmetic and the free second- 
order variables of A are among the ones shown. It is readily shown that Ai comprehen- 
sion is derivable in the latter theory. 
Next, we are going to explain why an ordinal analysis of Z7$ comprehension, unlike 
Ai comprehension, has to exceed the methods of admissible proof theory. On the set- 
theoretic side, ZL7; comprehension corresponds to J$r separation, i.e. the scheme 
3z(z = {x~a: F(x)}) 
for all 21 formulae F(x) in which z does not occur free. The precise relationship reads 
as follows. 
Theorem 2.6. KP + 21 separation and (II;-CA) + BI prove the same theorems of 
Second-order an’thmetic. 4 
4 For this result to hold it is crucial that Infinity is among the axioms of KP. 
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The ordinals K such that L, /= KP + 21 separation are familiar from ordinal recursion 
theory (see [ 3,121). An admissible ordinal K is said to be nonprojectible if there is no 
(total) K-recursive function mapping K one-one into some p < K. 
The key to the “largeness” properties of nonprojectible ordinals is the following. 
Theorem 2.7. For any nonprojectible ordinal K, L, is a limit of 21 -elementary substruc- 
tures 5, i.e. for every B < K there exists a B < p < K such that L, is a zl-elementary 
substructure of L, (written L, 41 L,). 
Ordinals p satisfying L, 41 L, for some K > p have strong reflecting properties. For 
instance, if L, k F for some set-theoretic sentence F (possibly 
from L,), then there exists a y < p such that L, b F because 
infer L, b 3yFL7 which yields L, /= 3yFLy using L, 41 L,. 
The last remark makes it clear that an ordinal analysis of Z7; 
necessarily involve a proof-theoretic treatment of reflections. 
containing parameters 
from L, + F we can 
comprehension would 
3. A sequent calculus for KP 
Since later on we are going to interpret KP in an infinitary sequent calculus H(K), 
we will furnish KP in sequent calculus style. For technical reasons we shall treat 
equality as a defined symbol and assume that formulae are in negation normal form. 
Also bounded quantifiers will be treated syntactically as quantifiers in their own right. 
The language of KP, 13, consists of: free variables al, a2, a3, . . .; bound variables 
x1,x2,x3,...; the predicate symbol E; the logical symbols 1, A, V, V, 3; and parenthesis. 
The atomic formulae are those of the form (a~ b) with free variables a, b. Formulae 
are built from atomic and negated atomic formulae by means of the connectives A, V and 
the following construction step: If b is a free variable and F(a) is a formula in which the 
bound variable x does not occur, then (VXE b)F(x), (3x6 b)F(x),VxF(x),%F(x) 
are formulae. 
A formula which contains only bounded quantifiers, i.e. quantifiers of the form (Vx E 
b) , (3x E b), is said to be a do-formula. The negation, -A, of a non-atomic formula 
A is defined to be the formula obtained from A by (i) putting 1 in front any atomic 
subformula, (ii) replacing A,V,(VXE~),(~XE b),Vx,3x by V,A,(3xEb),(VxE 
6) ,3x, Vx, respectively, and (iii) dropping double negations. 
Equality is defined by a = b :H (Vx E a) (x E b) A (Vx E b) (x E a). As a result of 
this, we will have to state the Axiom of Extensionality in a different way than usually. 
We use A,B,C ,..., F(a),G(a),.. as meta-variables for formulae. Upper case Greek 
letters A, F, A, . . . range over finite sets of formulae. The meaning of {Al,. . . , A,,} is 
the disjunction Al V . . . V A,. F, A stands for r U {A}. As usual, A -+ B abbreviates 
7A V B. We shall write b = {yea : F(y)} for 
’ L, is a XI-elementary substructure of L, if every 21 sentence with parameters from f., that holds in L, 
holds in L, as well. 
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For any I’ and formula A, 
I-‘,A,TA 
is a logical axiom of KP. 
The set-theoretic axioms of KP are: 
Extensionality: T,a= b -+ [F(a) H F(b)] for all formulae F(a). 
Foundation: r,3xG(x) -+ 3x[G(x) A (Vy~x)lG(y)l 
for all formulae G(b). 
I’,3x (x={a,b}). 
r,3x (x =Ua). 
r,3x [x+0 A (VJJEX)(~ZEX)(YEZ)]. 
r,3x (x = {yea: F(y)}) for all do-formulae F(b) 
I’, (VxEa)3yG(x,y) -+ 3zWxEa)(3yEz)G(x,y) 
for all &-formulae G(b) . 
Pairing: 
Union: 
Infinity: 
&-Separation: 
&-Collection: 
The logical rules of inference are: 
(A) 
r,A r,A' 
r,AAA' 
(W 
r,aEb -+ F(a) 
r, (VXE b)F(x) 
(b3) 
I’,aEbA F(a) 
r, (3xEb)F(x) 
(V) 
r, Ai 
r,AoVAt 
ifiE{O,l} 
(VI 
C F(a) 
r,vxF(x) 
(3) 
r, F(a) 
r, 3xF(x) 
(Cut) r9A rr9-A 
where in (V) and (bV) the free variable a is not to occur in the conclusion of the 
inference. 
We formalize II,-reflection as an inference rule. 
Definition 3.1. The sequent calculus KP + II,,-Ref arises from KP by adjoining the 
lir,-reflection rule of inference 
r, A 
(*n-ReJ) r,3z[Tran(z) AZ $OAAZl 
for all I7,-formulae A. 
4. Collapsing functions 
We are going to develop so-called collapsing functions which give rise to a strong 
ordinal notation system 7(K) . Rather than developing such functions on the basis of 
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I73 reflecting ordinals, we build them by employing a weakly compact cardinal. This 
is not a far-fetched assumption since I73 reflecting ordinals are the recursive analogues 
of weakly compact cardinals (see [ l] ). Proceeding this way, allows us to develop the 
right intuitions about these functions and to side-step fiddly and delicate ordinal recursion 
theory (cf. [ 24,261). Of course, another option would be to abstain completely from 
set theory by directly defining the primitive recursive notation system. However, nude 
ordinal notation systems without any set-theoretic interpretation tend to be hard to grasp. 
Firstly, we remind the reader of some set-theoretical notions and take this as an 
opportunity to fix some notations. 
Definition 4.1. Let On denote the class of ordinals and let Lim be the class of limit 
ordinals. The cumulative hierarchy, V = U{ V, : LY E On), is defined by: VO = 8, 
V a+l = {X : X C V,}, V, = U{V, : 5 < A} for AELim. 
Let U= (A,& ,..., fl ,..., cl,. . .) be a structure for a language. The extension of 
,C to second-order, denoted &, is given as follows. Besides symbols of L, a formula of 
,GJ may contain second-order quantifiers VX, 3X, and atomic formulae X(t), where X 
is a second-order variable and t is a term of 13. 
Satisfaction of sentences of C2 in !2t is defined as follows. Variables of first-order 
range over elements of A. Variables of second-order range over the full power set of A. 
A formula X(t) is interpreted as t E X. 
A formula of J!Z~ is Z7: if it is of the form 
vxt 3x2 . . ~QJP’(X1,~~-,Xn), 
where F(Xt,... , X,) does not contain second-order quantifiers and the n second-order 
quantifiers in VXI 3X2 . + .QX, are alternating. 
Definition 4.2. A cardinal K is lI:-indescribable, if whenever Ut , . . . , U, C V, and F 
is a I7: sentence of the language of (V,, E, U1, . . . , U,,,) such that 
(VA E, ul, . . .v urn) I= F 
then, for some 0 < (Y < K, 
(V,vE,Ul nv, ,..., u,nv,) FE 
Definition 4.3. A class of ordinals C is unbounded in cy E Lim if (V[ < LY) (36 E 
C>(~<SAS<(Y). 
Let K be a regular cardinal > o. A class C of ordinals is closed in K if whenever A 
is a limit ordinal < K such that C is unbounded in A, then A E C. 
A class of ordinals S is stationary in K if, for all C which are closed and unbounded 
in K, S fl C # 0. 
K is Mahlo on X c On if K 6 X and X is stationary in K. The Mahlo thinning-operation 
M is defined as follows 
M(X) = {a~ X : X is stationary in a}. 
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The I7: indescribable cardinals are also called (or proved to be the same as) the weakly 
compact cardinals (see [ 151). To give an inkling as to the strength of weakly compact 
cardinals, we introduce the notion of Mahlo cardinal. A cardinal is called Muhlo cardinal 
(respectively, weakly Muhlo cardinal) if, for every function f : K - K, there exists 
an inaccessible cardinal (respectively, weakly inaccessible cardinal) p < K such that 
p is closed under f. Equivalently, K is Mahlo (respectively, weakly Mahlo) iff the 
inaccessible cardinals (respectively, weakly inaccessible cardinals) are stationary in K. 
Remark 4.4. If K is weakly compact, then K is Mahlo and the Mahlo cardinals are 
stationary in K. 
The Veblen-function figures prominently in predicative proof theory (cf. [ 81, [ 27, $131 
and [ 191.) We are going to incorporate this function in our notation system. 
Definition 4.5. The Veblen-function cpafl := pa(P) is defined by transfinite recursion 
on a by letting pa be the function that enumerates the class of ordinals 
{w~:~EO~A(V~<LY)[~~~(U~) =wy]}. 
Corollary 4.6. (i) spO/3 = UP. 
(ii) 5,~ < rpffp * 5 + rl < &3. 
(iii) 5 < IJ ----r. vcrt < (pal. 
(iv) a < P * P~(PPS) = P&S 
Definition 4.7. To save space, we introduce some abbreviations. fun(g) abbreviates that 
g is a function. dam(g) and ran(g) denote the domain and the range of g, respectively. 
g”x stands for the set {g(u) : UEX fl dam(g)}. Let pow(u) := {X : x 2 u}. For U 
a second-order variable, let club(U) be the formula expressing that U is closed and 
unbounded in On, i.e. 
Vct(JPEU)(a!<p) A(V/AELim)[(V5<A>(36EU)(5<6<A) --+ AEU]. 
For classes G, one defines fun(G), ran(G) and dam(G) analogously. 
Let 
a = Q if5 > 0, 
5 
{ 0 otherwise. 
General assumption. From now on, we assume that there exists a weakly compact 
cardinal, denoted K. 
Reg denotes the set of uncountable regular cardinals < K. We shall use the variables 
K, VT, T, K’, ?T’, r’ exclusively for elements of Reg. 
Definition 4.8. By recursion on (Y, we define sets C(cr, p) and Ma, and ordinals S, 
und P$( a) as follows 6 
6 Closure of C( CY, p) under (5 ++ Q)~<~ is only demanded for technical convenience. This closure property 
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closure of p U (0, K} 
under +, 
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MO = l3l Lim, and, for LY > 0, 
M”={~T<K: C(a,r)flK=77 A(VlEC(cu,7r)ncr)[h45stationaryin7r]}, 
A cuEC((Y,7r) 
B(a) =min(M”U{K}). 
For 4 < LY, 
Pi(a) =min({pE&fln.: C(a,p) nr=p A 7C,aEC(a,p)}U{7$. 
Note that in the above definition, we tacitly assume, in keeping with our convention, 
that 7r ranges over regular cardinals. 
Remark 4.9. To gain a better picture of the sets Ma, it is instructive to study some 
initial cases. It is readily verified that any K E M’ is weakly inaccessible since K is 
regular and closed under R. Therefore, M’ consists of the weakly inaccessible cardinals 
below K. Subsequently, we come to see that, for any rr~ M2, M’ is stationary in r and 
hence r is weakly Mahlo. This pattern continues for quite a while, i.e., M3 consists 
of the weakly hyper-Mahlo cardinals below K, M4 consists of the weakly hyper-hyper- 
Mahlo cardinals below K and so forth. However, only for LY < K, M” can be couched 
in terms of cY-hyper-Mahloness. By way of contrast, MIC is obtained by diagonalizing 
over the sequence (Ma)a<~. 
Remark 4.10. The inductive generation of C( LY, /3) is completed after w stages. There- 
fore C ( LY, p) can be depicted as C( LY, /3> = IJ,,, C,, (a, /3), where C,, (cy, p> consists of 
the elements constructed up to stage n. We emphazise this build-up of C ( LY, p) since we 
will be proving properties of the elements of this set by induction on stages C,, (a, /3). 
Lemma 4.11. (i) (Y 6 (Y/A\ < p’ =+ C(a,/3) c C(a’,@). 
(ii) /3 < 7r --r. IC(a,p) I< 7r. 
(iii) AELim ==+- C(a,A) =U11<AC(~,7]) A C(A,a) =U?1<AC(7),cx). 
(iv) C(cr,B (cu)) n K = a(a). 
(v) C(CG q?j(c~)) n T = Pi. 
(vi) If7rEMa and[EC(cr,7r) na, then 7rEA4l. 
(vii) If Mf is stationary in T, then TTE Me. 
Proof. (i)-(v) are obvious. 
does not contribute to the strength of the intended ordinal notation system. Likewise, it would suffice to demand 
only closure under 6 H wg instead of rp. 
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(vi) : The assumptions imply C ( LY, r) n K = r and (Vt E C (cx, r) n LY) [ Mt stationary 
in n-1 ; hence, a fortiori, C (5, rr) n K = 7r and (V[ E C ([, n-) n 5) [ Mr stationary in ~1. 
Since MS is also stationary in ?T, we get C E C ([, ?r). Therefore, r E Ml. 
(vii): Let pEM(fh Then ~EC(,$,P), whence &~C(&,rr). Since MC is unbounded 
in~itfollowsC(~,~)nX:=(~{C(~,p):pEM~n~})nK:=~{c(~,p)nIC:pE 
Mc-m}=(J{p:pEM+l7r}=m 
Now suppose that 77 E C (5, r) n 5, and let U C rr be closed and unbounded in r. 
Since MC is stationary in r, we may select a p E Mt n T so that 7 E C (5, p) and U is 
already closed and unbounded in p. MT being stationary in p implies U n MT fl p Z 8; 
thus U n Mv n TT # 0. Thence, Mq is stationary in ?r. 0 
Let Kr denote the least ordinal LY > Ic satisfying (V.$, v < cr) (&r] < a), 
Theorem 4.12. For all (Y < Kr, Mn is stationary in K and hence B(a) < K. 
Proof. Each ordinal K < /? < ICr has a unique representation of either form /3 = 
UPI + . . . + dn with p > pt 2 . . . 2 P,, and n > 0, or P = (PPIP;? with P > PI, P2, 
denoted p =NF o#’ + . . . + wpn and p 3~ ppt&, respectively. Due to uniqueness, we 
can define an injective mapping 
f:P--+LK: 
by letting 7 
P if /3< K, 
f(P)= 
(11 ifp=K, 
(%f(pl) ,..., f(&)) ifp~@JP’+...+WP” andK:<p, 
(3,fWl>?fW2)) iffl=NF(PPIp2and~cP. 
Putting 
f(a) af(P) :- a-G, 
a defines a well-ordering on a subset of Lx of order type Kr. 
To show the theorem, we proceed by induction on (Y, or, equivalently, by induction 
on a. 
Assume that E is closed and unbounded in K. We have to verify that Ma n E Z 8. 
Since LY < Kr, we may utilize the above representations to see that there are finitely 
many ordinals at . . . , a, < K such that LY is in the closure of {CT~ . . . , a,, K} under + 
and 40. Therefore we can pick a pa < K with cr E C( (Y, pa). Since E\po is also closed 
and unbounded in K, we may assume that E fl po = 0. Using the induction hypothesis, 
for all p ‘< (Y, MB is stationary in K. Define 
UI := {f(a)}, U2 := {(x,Y) : x a Y}, and U3 := /J (Mp x {f(P)}). 
&a 
’ by) := {{x). {x,y)}; (Xl,. , x,+1) := ((xl,. . ,xn),xn+l) fiir n > 2. 
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The following sentences are satisfied in the structure (VK, E, U1 , V2, U3, E): 
(1) VGV’S[fun(G) Adorn(G) =6Aran(G) 2 On -+ 3y(G”6c y)]. 
(2) vdb3P3g[b = pow(a) A fun(g) A dam(g) = b A ran(g) = p A g injective]. 
(3) Ut # 8 A V+(y < 6A E(6)). 
(4) VXVsVt]&(t) AU2((s,t)) Aclub -+ {y: U3((y,s))}nX z 01. 
Employing the IT,‘-indescribability of K, there exists T < K: such that the structure 
satisfies: 
(a) VGV’G[fun(G) Adorn(G) =6Aran(G) C On -+ 3y(G”6cy)], 
(b) Vdb3P3g[b =pow(a) A fun(g) A dam(g) = b A ran(g) =/3A g injective 1, 
(c) Ut no # 8 A V’rEIS(y < 6 A GEEnrr), 
(d) VX’dsVt[tEU,n~A((s,t))EU2n~Aclub(X) -+ {y: (y,s)~W%r}nX # 01. 
By virtue of (a), observing that VG is second-order, and (b), TT must be inaccessible. 
Due to (c), f(a) E V, and E is unbounded in T; whence TEE. (d) forces that 
(*) (V’p < (Y) [f(P) E V, + Mp stationary in 7r]. 
Next, we want to verify 
(+) (VTEC(WT))]f(rl) EVTrl. 
Set x := {vEC(a,r) : f(v) cb&}. Ckdy, ru{o,K} G x. If 7 =mZ W” +‘..+wvn 
and vi,... , q, E X, then v E X since T is closed under + and 5 H ~5 and V, is closed 
under (., .). Likewise, T being closed under cp implies that X is closed under 40. 
For c E X n K, f(a) = (T E V,; thus (+ < rr and hence Q, < T because T is 
inaccessible. 
If p E X n a, then, according to (*), Mfi is stationary in ST, yielding B(p) = 
f(B(P)) < %-. 
If K, 5,s E X und 5 < 6 < LY, then f(~) = K < rr and therefore P,$(S) < T. So it 
turns out that X enjoys all the closure properties defining C ( (Y, 72). This verifies (+) . 
From T E E it follows LYE C ( LY, 7~). Using (*) and (+), we obtain 
(VpEC(a,7r) na)[MP is stationary in 7r]. 
Whence, TE Ma n E. 0 
Corollary 4.13. When a < Kr, then a E C( a, S(a)) and B(a) < K. 
Agreement. For the remainder of this section, we shall only consider ordinals < Kr. 
Lemma 4.14 . z”(a) < P(p) ifS either 
(1) ff < /3 A LYEC(/?,E(,B)) or 
(2) P< a A P$C(a,B(a)). 
Proof. First, let S(a) < E(p) be the case. If LY < p, then cy E C( cy, %(a)) c 
C(P, s(P) ) ; thus ( 1). If, however, /I < LY, then p E C ( (Y, 8(a) ) is impossible since 
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this would entail Z(p) E C (a, Z((Y) > and consequently, a(p) < 8((u) ; thence in 
this case (2) is satisfied. 
For the reverse implication, note that ( 1) yields Z(a) E C(p, a(P)) and hence 
B(a) < P(p). (2) entails P$C(&a(a)) and therefore, utilizing PEC(&E(P)), 
B(a) < B(P). 0 
Corollary 4.15. LY # p * E(a) + B(P). 
Proposition 4.16. Let Mf be stationary in IT. Assume that 5 < a und 5, r, a E C( (Y, 7r). 
Then, 
!@a) EM’nrr. 
Moreovel: if5 > 0, then Mf is not stationary in !Pi( a) and, for all /3 > 5, !P$( a) @MD. 
Proof. Since 5, V, (Y E C( (Y, V) and v E Lim, we may select a ~0 < 7~ so that already 
5,rr,crEC(cw,po). 
Letting E := {p < r : ~0 < p A C( a, p) n r = p}, we claim that E is closed and 
unbounded in Z-. 
Unboundedness. Fix 6 such that ,XO < 6 < r. For 60 := 6 + 1 and &,+I := 
sup(C(a, 8,) rl rr), one obtains, by Lemma 4.11(ii) and the regularity of rr, 6 < S,, < 
6 n+t < n-. The regularity of rr also ensures S* := sup”._ S, < 7~. Since C( (Y, 8,) n T C 
6 n+l g C( a, an+, ) n T issues from the definition of &+I, it follows 
C(a,6*) nr= U(C(a,S,) n7i-) =a*. 
n-co 
Therefore, 6 < 6* E E. 
Closedness. Let A E Lim n v and suppose that E is unbounded in A. Then C (a, A) = 
U vEE-,A C ( (Y, v), and consequently A E E follows from 
C(a,A) nr= U (c(a,v) nr) =sup(EnA) =A. 
TEECIA 
By assumption, Mt is stationary in 7~, so there exists a v E E n MC. This involves 
C ( (Y, V) n rr = V. Because of ,UO f V, we get 6,7~, LYE C ( LY, V) . Due to the definition of 
W$( a), this implies !J$( cu) < v < 7~. 
Now assume 5 > 0. Then ?r’i( cu) is regular. We want to show that Mt is not stationary 
in W$( (Y). Observe that 5, V, a E C (cy, q$( (Y) ). So, if MC were stationary in W$( (Y), 
by applying the same arguments as in the first part of the proof, we could verify the 
existence of a p E Mf rl @(a) with &,~,a E C(~y,p) and C(a,p) n 7r = p, which 
would collide with the definition of V$(cu). 
Finally, if we had !I’$( (Y) EMP for some /? > 5, then, since ~EC( 5, p$( cu) >, we 
would get ~EC( /3, Wi( cu) > n p, leading to the contradiction that Mt is stationary in 
F$((Y). cl 
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Proposition 4.17. (i) Wi(cy) < T ==+ pi(u) # B(p). 
(ii) !f$(ff> <rAr\;(p> < Kr\!@ff) =p;(p) j CX=~A?T=KA[=U. 
Proof. (i): By way of a contradiction, suppose P$( a) = B(p). P:(a) < rr implies 
7rEC(cu,?P$(cw)). From LY < /3 we could deduce ~EC(&E(P)) and therefore the 
contradiction 7r < Z(p) . From j3 < LY we would get j3 E C (p, s”(p) ) C C (a, Pi (cy) ) 
and consequently a(/?) E C(a,?Pi(a)), contradicting W$( cr) $ C (cr, Y$( a) ) . Since 
in any case we are led to a contradiction, the assumption P$( a) = E( /3) must be false. 
(ii) : The hypotheses imply 
(a) ~,wvEC(LY,P~(P)) and 
(b) ‘ZK,p’=(p,~:(~)). 
From LY < p, using (a), we would get 5, LY, 7~ E C(p, P’,“(p) ) and hence !P$( a) E 
C (j3, !Pz( p) ) , contradicting W,“(p) $ C( /?, !Pz (/3) ) . Similarly, using (b), the assump- 
tion p < LY leads to a contradiction. Therefore, (Y = /3. 
From rr < K we would get 7rE C(p, ?Pr( p)) n K by (a); but this is impossible since 
C(p, p:(p) ) n K = p,“(p) = p$(cY) < %-. Using (b), we can also exclude that K < T. 
Consequently, 3r = K. 
Finally, we have to show 5 = g. For a contradiction, assume 5 < (T. W$((Y) < r 
yields !P$( a) E MC und thus 5 E C (5, !P$( (Y) ) . Therefore, 5 E C ((+, S,“( /3) ) . Utilizing 
the definition of P:(p), the latter implies that Mt is stationary in P:(p). Letting 
y := (7 < P:(p) : C(V) nP:(P) =7 A WJ=C(V)}, 
we obtain a set that is unbounded and closed in P:(p). But then MC n Y # 8 and, 
as a consequence, Pi< a) = min( Mf n Y) < P$(a), contradicting !Pi( a) = q:(p). 
Interchanging the roles of g and 5 in the preceding argument, one also excludes c < 
5. q 
Lemma 4.18. 
(i) CZ=NFW~‘+.~.+W~’ * [aEC(J,p) W (Y~,...,CXY,EC({,P)]. 
(ii) a=NFpLYIa2 * [aEC([,p) * a19a2EC(5,p>1. 
(iii) g < K * [rrEC(l,p) _ &EC(J,p)l. 
Proof. (i) Using induction on n, one easily shows that LYE C,, (l, p) implies cyt , . . . , cyll E 
C,,(l, p). Similarly one proves (ii) and (iii). q 
Lemma4.19. (i) O<CXATEM~ + f&=n-. 
(ii) S-EM’ ==s fAwJ(,, = cm. 
(iii) 7r= fll,t AaEC(a,7r) =3 0, < P$(cY) < fi,,,. 
(iv) P:(a) < 71 * P:(o) @Reg. 
Proof. (i): The hypotheses imply C(a, 7r) n K = 7~. Therefore w is closed under 
(+ H fir; whence 0, = rr. 
(ii) follows from (i), noting that C(a,!t$(a)) tlr= Pi. 
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(iii): As 5 < rr and a~C(cu,?r), there is an 77 < rr with cu,rr~C(cu,r]). Utilizing 
the regularity of r, we can find a p < r so that simultaneously cy, 7r E C(cu, p) and 
C(a,p) n?r = p. This shows !P~(cx) < fi,+i. Therefore ~EC((Y,P~(~), and hence, 
by 4.18, ~EC((Y,!P$(CX)). Consequently, Q~C(cu,!Pz(a)) nr=!@(cw). 
(iv): !Pz(a> < rr implies cw,~~C(cr,?Pz(,)). Let ~a be minimal with the property 
a,~~C(cu,aa). In view of Lemma 4.ll(iii), oe is not a limit; hence oa < !P$(cr). 
Put (+n+l := sup(C( (Y, c+,,) n 7~) and 8 := supnco c,,. Then (+,, < (+,,+I < & < r. 
Using induction on at, we come to see that (+,, 6 W:(a). Since C(a, a,) n r G (+,,+I 
and Un<o C(a,a,) =C(cy,(+*), weget C(cr,(~*)n7r=cr*. Further, LY,vEC(~,~*). 
Therefore, ?Pz( cz) < g*. This verifies Wz( a) = (T* .
Regarding the sequence of gn’s, there are two possible outcomes. In the first case, 
this sequence is strictly increasing and therefore P:(a) has cofinality w, yielding that 
Pz( a) is singular. 
In the second case, there exists an no such that gno < (~~+i = 0~+2. To see this, note 
that oa is not a limit whereas u,, E Lim for n > 0. In this case we also have uno+i = 
u* = !P~((Y). Further, IC(a,u,) nrI=max(w,Iu,, I) < u",,+~. On the other hand, 
u,~+I = SUP(~(~, uno) n r), ~0 u,,+~ must be singular. Whence, Pi $Reg. •i 
In the rest of this section, we provide “recursive” <-comparisons for ordinals which 
are presented in terms of W and 8. 
Proposition 4.20. Suppose that !P$( CY) < r, ?Pz( /?) < K, and Wz( /3> < m Then 
iff one of the following cases holds: 
(1) CY < PA@,6,rEC(/%p;(P)) Api < K. 
(2) p 6 a’ A {p,UvK} $ ‘%%p$(a)). 
(3) ~=P~\K=~T./\~<uASEC(P,~,~(~)). 
(4) u < 5Au$C(5X$(a)). 
Proof. From (1) it follows W:(a) EC(~,P;(P)) fl K, whence P$(cr) < P;(p). 
(2) yields {/%u,K} $ C(P,@(a)); so, because of {&u,K} G C(P,!P~(P)), 
this becomes ?P$(cy) < q:(p). 
(3) implies that MT is stationary in P:(p). As a,n,,$~C(p,!Pr(P)), Pi < 
P’,“(p) follows from 4.16. 
(4) yields P;<(Y) < P:(p) since u~C(u,?,O(p)). 
Next, assume W:(a) < W:(p). Then !@(a) < K. We have to show that one of 
(l)-(4) holds. 
First, assume cr < j?. From {a, 5, r} p C(p, P’,“(p) ) we would get 
{%!$,V} $L C(a,P$(a)), contradicting Pi< a) < rr. So ( 1) must be the case. 
If p < (Y, then {/?, u, K} G C( a, P$( n)) cannot hold since this would imply 
P:(p) E C(a,Wi(a)> n 7~ and therefore Pi(a) < q;(p). This shows that p < (Y 
implies (2). 
Finally, suppose (Y = /3. If K < T, then K $! C (cy, Pi (cr) ) ; whence (2). n- < K would 
force rr~C(a,?Pz(/?>) fl K = Pz(f3), contradicting W:(p) < VT. 
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So it remains to prove the assertion when cr = /3 and 7r = K. If u $! C( (Y, ?P,$( cr) ), 
then (2) is satisfied. So assume (+ E C( a, !Pi( n)). From 6 $ C(cu, Pi) we could 
draw the contradiction P:(p) < !$(cy). If 5 < U, then (3). 4.17 excludes that 5 = cr. 
Furthermore, fl < &r\(~~c(,$,!P$(cu>> can be excluded since this would lead to the 
contradiction P;(p) < P$( a). Therefore (+ < 5 yields (4) 0 
Proposition 4.21. 
Proof. “+” is immediate. 
To verify “j”, we assume P$( a) < a( /3) and 8(p) < 7~. We have to verify 
P < a A P$C(c&(a)). 
a < /3 would imply CY,~,?T E C(a,Pi(cr)) C C(&z”(/3)), and hence the con- 
tradiction 7r < Z(P). So we must have p < (Y. If /? E C( (Y, Pi(a)), then E(p) E 
C (a, P$( cu) ) n r, yielding the contradiction 8(p) < !Pi( LY) . 13 
5. The ordinal notation system I(K) 
We are going to define a set of ordinals I(K) c C(ICr, 0) in conjunction with a 
function m which assigns to inaccessibles r E I(K) fl K the maximal cy with n-~ M”. 
However, m(r) will be defined “constructively” from a normal form representation of 
V, and only later we shall verify the identity 
(*) m(r) = sup{P:?TEf@} 
We shall demand closure of I(K) under Pi only when Mt is stationary in 7~ (and 
5, TE I(K) ) . It will transpire that, for TE I(K), stationarity of h4t in 72 is equivalent 
to [EC(m(7r),r)rTm(7r). 
Finally, by utilizing normal forms and the <-comparisons of the previous section, 
we will come to see that (I(K), <) gives rise to a primitive recursive ordinal notation 
system. 
Definition 5.1. The set of ordinals I(K) and a function 
m:I(K)flReg-I(K) 
are inductively defined by the following clauses. 
(Tl) O,K:EI(K). 
(T2) Ifa=Nrq+...+cr,andat,...,cu,EI(K),thenaE’;r(K). 
(T3) If a=NF qXXILz2 with (YI,LY:!EI(K), then LYEI( 
(T4) If 5 E I(K) rl K and 0 < ,$ < 06, then LQ E I(K). If further 06 E Reg, i.e. 
5 = 50 + 1 for some 60, then m( Lb) = 1. 
(T5) If aEI(K) and 0 < (Y, then B(a) E'-/(K) and m(E(a)) = a. 
(T6) If q5,7r~ I(K) and CY,&,~E C((Y,‘IT) and 5 6 (Y and &E C(m(w),r) n 
m(r), then Pi(a) EI(K). 
m(P$(a)) = 5, provided that 5 > 0. 
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We shall write 6 WF Pi ( LY) if 6 = !Pi( (Y) and the requirements of (T6) are fulfilled. 
The meaning of the function m and the condition 6 E C (m( rr) , r) fl m(r) in (T6) 
are elucidated in the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.2. Let SE I(K). Then: 
(i)(a) SEC(lc’,O). 
(i) (b) When S is weakly inaccessible and S < K, then S E Mm(‘); moreovel; Mm(‘) 
is not stationary in S and m(S) = sup{p : 6 E Mp}. 
(ii) I~~,~EI(K), then MS is stationary in r ifS[EC(m(r),r) ilm(n>. 
(iii) The clauses de$ning 7(K) are deterministic, i.e., for each /I E I(K), there 
is only one way to get into I(K). Whence, each ordinal in I(K) can be 
denoted uniquely using only the symbols 0, K, +, rp, R,8, P. 
Proof. (i): We prove (a),(b) simultaneously by induction on the definition of S E 
7(K) . During the proof, we frequently use the fact that C ( iCr, 0) C Kr, which easily 
follows from the definition of C ( ICr, 0). 
Suppose 6 = Z( (Y) with (Y E I(K) . The induction hypothesis yields cr E C (Ic“, 0) n 
ICr. Therefore, SE C( KCr, 0) and m( 6) = (Y and, according to 4.12, 6~ M*(‘). If 6~ Mp 
for some p > LY, then, as cy E C ( LY, S), we would get cy E C (p, S) n /3 and thus the 
contradiction that Mu is stationary in g(a). Hence, m(S) = sup{p : SEMP}. 
Suppose S = !Pi( cu). The induction hypothesis yields (Y, 5, r E C( ICr, O), so 6 E 
C(ICr, 0). Assume further that 6 is weakly inaccessible. Then, by 4.19(iii), rr must be 
weakly inaccessible, too, and 5 > 0. The induction hypothesis yields VE Mm(“). Hence, 
from ,$ E C (m(r), n-) f’ m(r), it follows that Mt is stationary in V. So, using 4.16, we 
can infer that 6~ Me, Mt is not stationary in S and 6 = sup{p : &MB}. This gives the 
assertion since m(S) = 5. 
Finally, if S enters 7(K) by one of the clauses (Tl),(T2),(T3),(T4), then (a) is 
immediate by the inductive assumption. 
(ii): First, assume that MS is stationary in r. Observe that (ii) is trivial for successor 
cardinals. So let n- be weakly inaccessible. Then, using 4.1 l(vii), m E Mt; thus 6 < 
m(r) by (i)(b). Choosing pEM[nn, we get t~C(.$,p); whence tEC(m(z-),r) n 
m(r). 
On the other hand, 5 E C (m( 7r), 7~) n m( rr) implies that Mt is stationary in v since 
VEM~(“) by (i)(b). 
(iii) follows from 4.12, 4.15, 4.16, 4.17, and 4.19. q 
To conceive of (7(K) , <) as a primitiv recursive ordinal notation system, we need to 
be able to determine whether an arbitrary term, composed of the symbols 0, K, +, p, fl, 
Z:“, 9, denotes an ordinal from 7(K) , and, moreover, given two terms denoting ordinals 
from 7(K), the order between the denoted ordinals should be computable from the 
order of ordinals denoted by proper subterms. An important step towards such a decision 
procedure is taken in the following definition. 
Definition 5.3. By induction on the definition of CY E I(K), KS (a) is defined as follows. 
(Kl) KS(K) = 0. 
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(K2) If ff =+JF crt + . . . -I % Or a =NF WI&~, then KS(~) = Ul~i(n &(ai). 
(K3) Ifcu= 06 with 0 < 6 < L&C < Ic, then K~((Y) = KS([). 
(K4) If cr = B(p), then 
0 if ff < 6, 
KS(~) U {p} else. 
(K5) If LY =NF F;(p), then 
Ks(a) = { 
0 if (Y < S, 
K~(K) U Ks(a) U KS(~) U {/?} else. 
Lemma 5.4. 1f CY E.‘T’( K) and 8, y are arbitrary ordinals, then 
Proof. This is straightforwardly verified by induction on C-X E I(K). 0 
Given (Y, 5, 7~ E I(K), Lemma 5.4 enables us to check all the conditions demanded in 
(T6) of Definition 5.1, solely, by inspecting the inductive generation that CX, 5,~ have 
as elements of I(K). Therefore, in conjunction with the recursive characterization of 
the <-relation of the previous section, we are led to a primitive recursive description 
of (I(K), <), when we identify the elements of I(K) with the terms denoting them. 
However, there is no reason to write out such a primitive recursive definition in detail 
since it does not convey any more insights. 
6. The calculus RS(K) 
It is well known that the axioms of Peano Arithmetic, PA, can be derived in a sequent 
calculus, PA,, augmented by an infinitary rule, the so-called o-rule* 
r,A(ii) for all n 
r,VxA(x) * 
An ordinal analysis for PA is then attained as follows: 
l Each PA-proof can be “unfolded” into a PAW-proof of the same sequent. 
l Each such PAW-proof can be transformed into a cut-free PAW-proof of the same 
sequent of length < ea. 
In order to obtain a similar result for set theories like KP, we have to work a bit harder. 
Guided by the ordinal analysis of PA, we would like to invent an infinitary rule which, 
when added to KP, enables us to eliminate cuts. As opposed to the natural numbers, 
it is not clear how to bestow a canonical name to each element of the set-theoretic 
universe. However, within the confines of the constructible universe, which is made 
from the ordinals, it is pretty obvious how to “name” sets once we have names for 
ordinals at our disposal. Recall that L,, the ath level of Godel’s constructible hierarchy 
* A stands for the nth numeral 
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L, is defined by LO = 0, LA = U{Lp : p < A} for limits A, and Lp+l = {X : X & 
Lp; X definable over (Lp, E )}. So any element of L of level LY is definable from 
elements of L with levels < a and L,. 
6.1. The language of RS(K) 
Henceforth, we shall restrict ourselves to ordinals from 7(K). 
Definition 6.1. We extend the language of set theory, L, by new unary predicate symbols 
Ad” for every a~ I(K). The augmented language will be denoted by LAG. 
The atomic formulae of CAM are those of either form (a E b), ~(a E b), Ada(a), 
or -Ad"(a) . The LA&ormulae are obtained from atomic ones by closing off under 
A,V, (3xEa), (V’xEa),Zix, and Vx. 
Definition 6.2. The LRs(lc)-terns and their levels are generated as follows. 
1. For each LY, IL, is an CRs(x)-term of level CY. 
2. The formal expression [xElL, : F[x,sl,.. . ~,]~a] is an LRS(X:)-term of level 
(Y if F[a,bl,... , b,] is an LAd-formula and ~1,. . . , S, are LRs(x)-terms with 
levels < cr. 
We shall denote the level of an LRS(K)-term t by 1 t 1; t E Term(a) stands for 1 t I< a 
and tETerm for tETerm(K). 
The LR~(K--formulae are the expressions of the form F[ ~1,. . . , s,]‘lc, where 
Flai,..., a,,] is an L,Q-formula and st , . . . , s, E Term. 
For technical convenience, we let -A be the formula which arises from A by (i) 
putting 7 in front of each atomic formula, (ii) replacing A, V, (‘v’x E a), (3x E a) by 
V, A, (3x E a), (Vx E a), respectively, and (iii) dropping double negations. 
Convention. In the sequel, CRS(c)-formulae will be referred to as formulae. The same 
usage applies to LRs(x)-terms. 
Definition 6.3. If F is a term or a formula, then 
k(p) := {a : IL, occurs in 1: }. 
Here any occurrence of lL,, i.e. also those inside of terms, has to be considered. For 
technical convenience, we put k(O) := k( 1) := 8. 
Weset IrI:=max(k(r) U(0)) and IOI:=Il):=O. 
If X is a finite set consisting of objects of the above kind, put 
k(X) :=U{k(p) :~EX} and Ik(X)I:=sup{(k(~)l:~~X}. 
Definition 6.4. We use the relation E to mean syntactical identity. For terms s, t with 
Isl<ltl we set 
s& = 
i 
B(s) if t E [xElLp : B(x)], 
s$lLfj if t E ILp. 
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Observe that sEt and S& have the same truth value under the standard interpretation in 
the constructible hierarchy. 
6.2. The rules of RS(K) 
Next we introduce a calculus, RS(K), with infinitary rules. A, B, C, . . . , F(t), 
G(t),. . . range over _LRs(K)-formulae. We denote by upper case Greek letters r, d, A,. . . 
finite sets of LRS(K)-formulae. The intended meaning of r = {Al,. . . , A,} is the dis- 
junction A1 V . . . V A,. r, A stands for r U {A} etc. We also use the shorthands r # 
s := l(r = s) and r$!t := ‘(ret). 
An LRs-formula is said to be &((Y) if it contains only terms with levels < CY. An 
CRs-formula A is Zig if it has the form 
(VX, E IL,) . . .(ekxkEIL,)F(xl,...,xk), 
where the k quantifiers in front are alternating and F(!La, . . . , !LO) is do(a). Analogu- 
ously, one defines &(a) -formulae. 
Given an LRs-formulae A and terms S, t, we denote by A(‘*‘) the formula which arises 
from A by replacing all the quantifiers (3x E t) and (VX E t) by (3x E s) and (VX E s), 
respectively. To economize on subscripts, we also write A(S*a) for A(S*La) and A(p@) 
instead of A(Lp7Lu). 
Definition 6.5. The rules of RS(K) are: 
(A) 
T,A r,A' 
I’,AAA’ 
(V> 
CAi 
r,Ao VA1 
ifi=Oori=l 
w . . . r, S& + F(S) . ..(sETem((t()) r, (AXE ~)F(x) 
(3) 
r, & A F(S) 
r, (3xEt)F(x) if sETerm(ltl) 
($3 
.-.r,s& -+ rSs......(sETemz(ItJ)) 
Cr#t 
(a 
r,& fi r=s 
I;rEt 
if s~Term()r)) 
( lAda) 
. ..r.L, z t..-(p~w; p <ItI) 
r, TAd”( t) 
(Ad”) 
r,L, =t 
r,Ad”(t) 
ifpEM”andp<ltJ 
(Cut) r9A rr97A 
200 
(RefK) 
We&> 
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4 A 
r,(3z~IL~)[Tran(z) AZ #OAA(ZgKC)l 
if AEL’s(K) 
r, F(s) 
r, (32 l lL,)[Ad~(z) A (3u~z)F(u)(~~“)l 
if F(s) E I~z(T), 
where (Ref!) comes with the proviso that Mf be stationary in r. 
Remark 6.6. At first glance, the rule (Ref$) might loom complicated. As a matter of 
fact, instead, we could have adopted the rule: 
(Ret) * K A 
r,(~~eL,)[Ad~(z) AA’Z*“‘l 
if AEZZ~(~~). 
But later on (cf. Lemma 8.12), we will need to derive &( v)-reflection and this can 
be accomplished more easily with (RefT) at our disposal. 
6.3. ‘H-controlled erivations 
If we dropped the rules (Re&) and (Re&) from RS( K), the remaining calcu- 
lus would enjoy full cut elimination owing to the symmetry of the pairs of rules 
((A), (V)), ((W, Cl)), (($0. (E)), ((Ad”), (lAda) ). However, partial cut 
elimination for RS(K) can be attained by delimiting a collection of derivations of a 
very uniform kind. 
To define uniform derivations, we shall find it useful to apply the notion of operator 
controlled derivations of Buchholz [ 51. 
Definition 6.7. Let P( On) = {X : X is a set of ordinals}. 
A class function 
7-f : P(On) + P(On) 
will be called operator if the following conditions are met for all X, X’ E P ( On) : 
(HO) OE~-I(X). 
(Hl) Forcu=NFwal+...+wan, 
(YEN(X) W cul,...,cu,El-I(X). 
(In particular, (Hl ) implies that 3-1(X) will be closed under + and cr H wU, 
i.e., if a,PE’H(X), then a+/3,wn~E(X).) 
(H2) X C IH(X) 
(H3) X’ C ‘H(X) + x(X’) C 7-I(X). 
Definition 6.8. (i) When f is a mapping f : Onk - On, then 7-i is said to be closed 
under f, if, for all XEP(On) and Cq,...,LYkE’FI(X), 
f(W). . . ,ak) E’H(X). 
(ii) aE’H :=aE’H(0); sE7-f :=k(s) C 7-L 
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(iii) X c 7-l :=X c ‘H(0). 
(iv) For s E Term let ‘H [ S] denote the operator 
(X H ‘H(k(s) u X)),,,(,,,. 
(v) If X is set consisting of terms, formulae, and possibly elements from (0, l}, 
then 
‘H[X](X) :=;Y(k(X) UX). 
Weshallalsowrite’H[X,st,...,s,] forE[XU{st,...,s,}l,andoccasionally 
‘H[X,z-] instead of 7f[X,L,]. 
The next lemma garners some simple properties of operators. 
Lemma 6.9. If ‘FI is an operatol; then: 
(i) ‘Ft [ X] is an operator. 
(ii) k(3E) C 7-L ==+ ti[Z] =‘H. 
(iii) trX,X’EP(On)[X’ C X*x(X’) C ‘H.(X)]. 
Definition 6.10. To each LRsC~)-formula A we assign either a (possibly infinite) 
junction V(A I LEl or conjunction I\(A‘)‘Q of LRs(K)-formulae. This assignment ) 
be indicated by A G V (A,) LEE and A 2 A( AL)LE~, respectively. 
l rEt~V(s~tAr=s)sETerm(,fl) 
l Ada(t) 2 V(lL, = t)LPEJ, where J := {IL, : 77 CAP; v <I t I} 
l (3”Et)F(x) 2 VGt A ~(~))sETerm(,r,) 
l Ao v AI g V(A&{o,q 
. +t 2 I\(+UL~~, if A g vC.4)~. 
dis- 
will 
Using this representation of formulae, we can define the subformulae of a formula as 
follows9 When A 2 fj(Ai)LE~ or A 2 V(Ac)rE,r then B is a subforrnula of A if 
B z A or, for some LEJJ, B is a subformula of A,. 
Since we also want to keep track of the complexity of cuts appearing in derivations, we 
endow each formula with an ordinal rank. 
Definition 6.11. The rank of formulae and terms is determined as follows. 
(1) rk(IL,) := w. a. 
(2) rk( [xEIL, : F(x)]) := max{w . a+ l,rk(F(La)) + 2). 
(3) rk(sEt) :=rk(s$!t) :=max{rk(s) +6,rk(t) + 1). 
(4) rk(AP(s)) :=rk(~Ad”(s)) :=rk(s) +5. 
(5) rk((!lxEt)F(x)) :=rk((Yx~t)F(x)) :=max{rk(t),rk(F(lLo)) +2}. 
9 That this constitutes a legitimite inductive definition will follow from Lemma 6.12. 
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(6) rk(A A B) := rk(A V B) := max{rk(A),rk(B)} + 1. 
There is plenty of leeway in designing the actual rank of a formula. However, it is 
crucial that it satisfies the following property. 
Lemma 6.12. If A Z V(AL)lE~ or A Z A\(A‘)‘EJ, then 
(V~EJ) [rk(A,) < rk(A)l. 
A proof for Lemma 6.12 is given in [5, Lemma 1.91. 
Using the formula representation of Definition 6.10, notwithstanding the many rules 
of &Y(K), the notion of ‘FI-controlled derivability can be defined concisely. We shall 
useJ]atodenotetheset{LEJ:]r]<a)}. 
Definition 6.13. Let 7-l be an operator and let r be a finite set of KS(K)-formulae. 
‘HI-p- is defined by recursion on a via 
{a}Uk(T) cx 
and the following inductive clauses: 
(V) 
7.l &%A, 
3-1 e A, V(Adm 
(A) 
7f[c] FA,A, for all LEJ 
7-f F A, ~\(A,),EJ 
(R&) 
7-i FA,A 
7-l c A, (32 E ILK) [ Trun( z) A z # 0 A A’z~lc’] 
(R&J 
7-l p A,F(s) 5E’FI 
‘H eA,(3zEL,)[A&z) A (~~Ez)F(u)(~*~)l F(s) E n2(r) 
stat(S, TTT) 
where stat(f, T) means that MS is stationary in rr; according to 5.2(ii) this is equivalent 
to ~EC( m( 7~), T) 17 m( n-), and thus is a decidable property by 5.4. 
Remark 6.14. In (Red) we can assume that s E l-t, for if s occurs in F(s) then this is a 
consequence of k( A, F(s) ) c 7-L and if s does not occur in F(s), then F(s) E F( ILa) 
so that we could assume s z ILo which would also entail s E 7-L 
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Henceforth, we shall tacitly make this assumption when dealing with (Be&). 
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The following observations are easily eastablished by induction on cy. 
Lemma 6.15. (i) T-f E f A LY 6 ~‘E’H A p < p’ A k(A) & 3-1 =+ X F f,A. 
Pf 
(ii) IH cT,AVB ==+ ‘FI cT,A,B. 
(iii) ‘H er, (VxEILp)F(x) A YET-~ A y 6 B =+ ‘H E r, (VxglL,)F(x) . 
7. Predicative cut elimination and bounding 
Cuts in RS( K) -derivations whose cut formulae have not been introduced previously 
by a us- or ZZz-reflection inference will be called uncritical. Applying the usual cut 
elimination procedure for infinitary logic, uncritical cuts can be replaced by cuts with 
lesser rank. In this section we will deal with elimination of uncritical cuts in 13~s 
in its quantitative aspects. Since these results have literally the same proofs as their 
counterparts in [ 51, we refrain from repeating them here. 
Besides cut elimination results, we show that existential quantifiers in CRs-derivations 
can always be “bounded” by the length of the derivation. 
Lemma 7.1 (Inversion). ‘H FT’,l\(A,),E~ I (VLE~)~-~[L] cr,A,. 
Proof. Use induction on cy. 0 
The next lemma relates the rank of a formula A, to its level, ) A 1 (see 6.3). 
Lemma 7.2. Let A, B be formulae and s, t be terms. 
(i) rk( A) = w. ( A ] +n for some n < w. 
(ii) rk(s)=w.Is(+mforsomem<o. 
(iii) lAl<lB[ --/ rk(A) < rk(B). 
(iv) jsj<]f] ==+ rk(s) <rk(t). 
Proof. See [5, Lemma 1.91. q 
Lemma 7.3 (Reduction Lemma). Let A 2 V< AL)LE~. Assume p $ Reg U (K}, where 
p := rk( A). Then: 
Proof. Use induction on /?I. For details see [5, Lemma 3.141. 0 
Theorem 7.4 (Predicative Cut Elimination). Let 7-1 be closed under p. Zf 7-l b r, 
[~.~+wa[n(Regu{~})=O,andaE1-I, then 
x Fl-. 
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Proof. By main induction on (Y and subsidiary induction on /I (cf. [ 5, Theorem 
3.161). 0 
Lemma 7.6 (Bounding Lemma). Let p E Reg U {K} and /? E ‘H. If (Y < p < p and 
BE&(~), then 
Proof. By induction on (Y. Since cy < ,u, B cannot be the principal formula of an 
inference (Ref,) or ( Refp). 
If B is not the principal formula of the last inference, the assertion follows by using 
the inductive assumption on its premisses and reapplying the same inference. Let B be 
the principal formula of the last inference, which then must be (3). B has the form 
(3x~lL,)F(x) with do(p)-formula F(iLa). Also, 
for some exe < (Y and s E Term( ,u) with 1 s I< a. By the induction hypothesis, 
‘10 
7-l b I-, B(P+), s&Lp A F(s) . 
Since 1 s I< p. ,u, we have s&g E s&LP. Thus, applying (3)) the assertion follows. Cl 
8. Embeddings 
The first part of this section deals with an embedding of KP + l73-Ref into RS( ic). 
Regarding proofs, we will be drawing on [5] when the proof is literally the same. 
Furthermore, we shall show, by virtue of reflection for l72 (rr) -formulae, that reflection 
provably propagates to Z;( 7r) -formulae. This is not very surprising, however, we will 
also need to control the quantitative repercussions which 23 (r) -reflection causes on the 
ordinal bounds of a given derivation. All these results will be needed in Section 10. 
Definition 8.1. For r = {Al, . . . , A,} let 
no(r) := &(A])#. . .#&(A,). 
We define 
IF r :u for all operators 3-1, air] p r 
and 
I$ r :e for all operators 7-f, 7-L] z-1 \F r . 
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Lemma 8.2. Let s C t stand for the formula (Vx E s) (x E t). 
(i) It- A,-JA. 
(ii) It s$s. 
(iii) It s C s. 
(iv) II- s&,s~tforsETerm(~t~). 
(v) IF s # t, t = s. 
Proof. See [ 5, Lemma 2.4, Lemma 2.53. 0 
Lemma 8.3. It [SI # tl],..., [s, # t,],-A(q,. s ) A( e-9 n 9 
Proof. See [5, Lemma 2.71. III 
Corollary 8.4 (Equality and Extensionality) . 
IF s1 # tl,. . . ,s, # tnrlA(sl,. . . ,s,),A(tl,. . . ,fn). 
Proof. See [5, Theorem 2.91. •J 
:t1 ,...,tn). 
Lemma 8.5 (Foundation). II (VXEIL,) [ (Vy~x)F(y) --) F(n)] - (VXEIL,)F(X). 
Proof. Fix an operator ‘H. Let A s (VXEIL~)[ (Vy~x)F(y) -+ F(x)]. First, we show, 
by induction on 1 s 1, that if s E Term(a), then 
(+) X[A,s] IF lA,F(s) . 
So assume that 
for all TV Term( I s I). Using (V), this yields 
,“ca~#,lrl+l+l 
X[A,s,t] I7 TA,t& -+ F(t) 
for all t E Tem( 1 s I) , and hence 
(1) 
(p(A)#u151+2 
'HIA, sl 17 -A, (VxE s)F(s) 
via (V) . Set 7j := w rk(A)#~lsl 
fore, using ( 1) and (A), 
+ 2. By Lemma 8.2(i), %[A, s] f +(s),F(s) ; there- 
IFI[A,s] F-A, (Vy~s)F(y) A +(s),F(s). 
From the latter we obtain 
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and hence IFI[A,s] F lA, (l&L,)[(Vy~x)F(y) A +(x)l,F(s) via (3). This 
shows (+). 
Finally, (+) enables us to deduce 
from which the assertion follows by applying (V) and (V) . 0 
Lemma 8.6 (Infinity Axiom). Zf A is a limit ordinal > w, then 
It (Znjinity Axiom)LA, 
z.e., 
II- (zlXElL*)[X + 0A (vyEx)(~zEx)(Y~z)l. 
Proof. See [5, Theorem 2.91. 0 
Lemma 8.7 (do-separation). Let A [ a, bl , . . . , b,] be a &-formula of L.J~. If A E Lim 
and s, tl,. . . ,t,~7hz(h), then 
It- (3yEIL*)[(VJxEy)(xEsAA[s,t,,...,t,])A(VxEs)(A[x,tl,...,t,] -x~y)]. 
More concisely, we can express this by “ IF (&-separation) ‘A “. 
Proof. See [5, Theorem 2.91. 0 
Lemma 8.8 (Pair and Union). Assume A E Lim and s, t E Tern4 A). 
(i) II- (3zElL~)(sEz A tEz). 
(ii) It- (32 EIL~)(VyEs)(V’xEy)(xEz). 
Proof. See [5, Theorem 2.91. Cl 
Definition 8.9. The sequent calculus GML (“GML” stands for “Grundmengenlehre”) 
is defined as follows. The language of GML is LAG. With the exception of &-collection, 
GML has the same axiom schemes as KP. (However, it is understood that the axiom 
schemes are defined with regard to L*d. To be precise, GML comprises the axiom 
scheme of Ao( LAd)-separation, whereas &( LAd) -collection is not an axiom scheme of 
GML.) 
Lemma&lo. Assume p = WP 6 K. Let r[u] = {A,[u],...,A~[u]} be a set of 
L..+d-formulae, where a = al, . . . , a,,. Zf GMLI- r[ a 1, then there exists m < w such that, 
for all s = SI, . . . , s, E Term(p). 
‘Fl[r[s]Lp,p] E r[s]Lp. 
Here r[slLo standsfor{A1[s]‘~,...,Ak[~]“~}. 
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Proof. By induction on GLM derivations. As to the axioms of GLM, the claim follows 
easily from previous results of this section. The inferences of GLM are dealt with in the 
same manner as in [5, Theorem 3.121. 0 
Theorem 8.11. Let T[a] = {Al[a],. . . , Ak [ a ] } be a set of C-formulae with a = 
Ul,...,U,. When KP + II,-Ref t r[ a 1, then there exists m < w such that, for all 
s=.q,...,s,~Term, 
7-l[T[slLh,lC] /$$T[s]“K. 
Proof. Compared to Lemma 8.10, there is only one new inference, namely (Z73-Ref). 
But (l73-Ref) is taken care of by ( RefX). 0 
Convention. We shall also write 3xs and Vxc instead of (3x E ILL) and (Vx E lLc), 
respectively. 
Lemma8.12. AssumeSEC(m(r),r) nm(rTT), (E'H, andFOL.o,~o,~o) Edo(r). If 
'FI E r, 3u”Vx”3y”F(u, x, y) 
then 
7-l /$k,3zr[AdS(z) A (3u~z)(VxEz)(3yEz)F(u,x,y)l. 
Note that T’+~ = (0”) ‘+a = u”‘(‘+~). 
proof. We proceed by induction on cx. Put C - 3u”V~“3y”F(u,x,y). If C is not 
the principal formula of the last inference, then use the induction hypothesis on the 
premisses and subsequently apply the same inference. 
Assume that C is the principal formula. Then the last inference must be (3)) and we 
have 
X r r,C,Vx’?y”F(s,x,y) 
for some (~0 < cx and s E Term( r>. Inductively we get 
‘FI $%Jz”[Ad’(z) A (3u~z)(Vx~z)(~y~z)F(~,x,y)l, 
Vx’51yrF( s, x, y). 
Notethat7rf”o+I,~<~ . Ifa So, using (Re&), we obtain 
7-t /$k,3zV[AdF(z) A (3u~z)(V’x~z)(~y~z)F(~,x,~)l. Cl 
Lemma 8.13. Let ,$ E C( m( 7r), T) n m(r) and +$ > 0. Assume that Al,. . . , Ak are 
subformulae of Z;( 7r)-formulae, {E 3-1, T + w < p, and r < a = ma. Then, 
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Proof. Ai has the form Bi[ s 1”” with Bi [ a ] being a LAd-forrnula. Putting B [ a ] E 
B,[a] A... A B,[a], we have A1 A.. . A A, = B[s]~-. By going to prenex normal 
form, coding adjacent quantifiers of the same sort into one quantifier, and, if necessary, 
inserting dummy quantifiers, we can transform B [ a ] into a &-formula, say C [a I. The 
equivalence of C [a ] and B [ a ] is provable in GML lo since coding tuples of sets just 
requires Pairing and Extensionality. Therefore, the equivalence of C [a ] and B [ a ] still 
holds when we relativize all the quantifiers to a nonempty transitive set which is a model 
of Pairing; and this can be proved in GML. So, letting Pairing:= VxVy3u(u = {x, y}), 
we get 
GMLF lB[u],C[u] (1) 
and 
GMLk -[Dan(b) Ab # @A (Pairing)b],X[u]b,B[u]b. (2) 
From ( 1) , using Lemma 8.10, we obtain 
‘R ETB[~]~“,C[+ (3) 
for some 0 < m < w. Employing Lemma 8.12, (3) yields 
ti ~7~[s]L~,3~fl[Ad~(~) A c[~]z] . (4) 
Using (Cut) on (4) and ‘H e r, B[s In,, and noting that T + w 6 p, one obtains 
‘H t+,3z”[Ad’(z) A c[s]‘]. (5) 
According to Lemma 8.10, (2) implies 
‘Fl[p] /$-[Tran(lL,) AIL, # 8A(Pai~ng)H.~],lC[~]L~,B[~]~p (6) 
for all p E Mt fl IT since WP = p due to 5 > 0. But, by Lemma 8.10, we also have, for 
all pEMtfl?r, 
whence (6) implies 
for all p E Mt fl TT. From (7) one deduces 
T-t[p] F -C[s]~~,A&(lL,) A B[s ILo, 
whence 
‘Fl[p] g X[s l”+,3z”(Adt(z) A B[slZ) 
(7) 
(8) 
lo This is the only reason why we introduced GML. 
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for all p E I@ n 7r. Since, by Corollary 8.4, 
E[p,tl clLp + t,1C]s l’,C[s IL,, 
(Cut) yields 
‘H[p,t] FIL, f t,~C[sl’,3~(AdS(z) A B[sl’) 
for all p E Mt f~ 7~ und t E 7’emz(z-). Whence, via (7Ad[), 
‘FI[t] ~~Ad~(t),+Z[s]‘,3zfl(Adf(z) A B[slZ) 
for all t E Temz(m-). Therefore, employing (VI und W’>, 
‘H[p] /$Vzw[~Adf(z) V -+2[slzl, 3zT(Adf(z) A Bls I”). 
Finally, by linking (5) and (9) via (Cut>, 
E +-&“(Adf(z) A B[s]‘) . 0 
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(9) 
9. The operators ‘H,, 
In order to be able to remove critical cuts, i.e. cuts which were not introduced 
by (RefK) or (Re&) inferences, we have to forgo arbitrary operators. We shall need 
operators ‘H such that an IN-controlled derivation that satisfies certain extra conditions 
can be “collapsed” into a derivation with much smaller ordinal labels. 
Definition 9.1. The operator ~-IS is defined by 
Es(X) =n{c(O) : x c C(a,P> A 6 < a) 
Lemma 9.2. (i) 7-f~ is un operator. 
(ii) 6 < 8 ----r. ~-IS(X) G 7&(X). 
(iii) ?& is closed under (p and (LT H f2g)a<~. 
(iv) 5,7r,crE7&(X) A 5 < LY < S * !Pi(a>Eti~s(X). 
(v) P 6 6 A PEtis =+ B(P) E%(X). 
(vi) a, < rl G %+I <: K: A 7 E%(X) * (+, &, &+I E%(X). 
Proof. (i) follows from Lemma 4.18. (ii) holds by Lemma 4.11 (i) . (iii) follows from 
closure of any C( CY, p) under these functions. 
(iv): From [,z-,LY E ‘Ha(X), X 2 C(cu’,p) and 5 < a < 6 < ~2, it follows 
W$((Y) EC((Y’,,@; thus Pi(a) E%(X). 
The proof of (v) is similar to (iv). 
(vi) : Suppose X C C( cr, /?) with S < CY. Then we have to show cr E C(a, p). Note 
that v E C (cr, p) . By induction on it, one verifies 
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yielding g E C((u,p). If 7 = L&, then (+ E C(a,p) by 4.18(iii). Otherwise, there 
is only one case when (*) is not immediate by the induction hypothesis , namely 
when 77 = P:(Y) E C,(a,P)\G-t(a,P) with 5, r, y E C,_t ( LY, p). According to 
4.19,(ii),(iii), we then must have 5 = 0 and 7~ = L&+i; consequently, by Lemma 4.18, 
UEC((Y,P>. cl 
Roughly speaking, the process of collapsing a proof tree, which we will be using in 
the next section, involves pruning, grafting, and relabelling the tree with smaller ordinals. 
The relabelling will be done by applying a variant of B or variants of the functions !Pi 
to the ordinal labels of the original tree. We are compelled to pass to variants of these 
functions because 8 or !t$ may not preserve the order of the ordinals of the given tree, 
and further W$(cu) < r may fail to be the case for some ordinal (Y of the tree. But 
that the relabelling be done in an order preserving way, is necessary if this procedure is 
meant to transform proof trees into proof trees. 
To handle the aforementioned difficulties, we will be needing several technical results, 
the meaning of which will emerge only gradually in the proofs of Theorem 10.1 and 
Theorem 10.3. I have preferred to ban these “side calculations” from the proofs of the 
main theorems since the danger is to be feared that they may obscure the central ideas 
underlying the cut elimination and collapsing procedure. 
Definition 9.3. (i) NF( a, j?) means that cyt > pt if LY = oal + . . . + man and p = 
@PI + . . . + ,Pm are the respective Cantor normal forms. 
(ii) B(X;y) : w yE7fFI,[X] A k(X) C C(y+ l,B(y+ 1)). 
Lemma 9.4. Assume %3(X; y), IT E M”, LY E Ii, [ X], and NF( y, &.a), where & := 
y + CIJ~‘~. For arbitrary cro, let 60 := y + ~~‘~0. 
(i) ?f,[Xl(B) nK: G B(y+ 1). 
(ii) E(s + 7r) E’Fls+~[X,7rl. 
(iii) aoEY-&[X] A CYO < LY * a(&++) < B(B+7r). 
(iv) Suppose t E Term, 1 t I< at < a, and CQ E ‘FI,[X, t]. If y, := y + CIJ~.~~+(~~ and 
PI := yt + uK’@, then 
B(Xu{t};~r) and Pt~‘Hy,[%tls 
If in addition t E Tenn( r), then also 
S(&+v) < E(&+w) and rr~M~~. 
Proof. (i) follows from k(X) 2 C(y + l,E (y + 1) ) in view of the definition of 
N,[Xl. 
(ii) : Since y, (Y, 77 E 7-t~~+~ [X, ~1, (ii) follows from 9.2(v) . 
(iii): 8(&+~) ~C(&+r,s”(&+m)) and NF(y,wKi‘“) imply y~C(&+7r,P(&+ 
r) > by 4.18. Therefore, 
~OEXFly[Xl G C(y+ l,B(y+ 1)) c c(&+7r,E(& +?7>>. 
Thence, SO++EC(&+~~,~(B+~)) n&u+; thus E(Go++) < Z(&+r). 
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(iv): y E ‘H,[ X] ensures yt, PI E 7-&, [X; t]. NF( y, &0) and q < LY yield 
NF(y,oX’nr+lfl). Hence, fromy,EC(yt,P(yt)), wecandeducey,(tjEC(y,,E(y,)) 
and therefore, C(y+ l,Z(y+ 1)) G C(y,,a(y,)). This shows ~(XU{t};y,). 
Now suppose t E Em(n-). From NF(y, uKhtn) it follows y E C( h, E(a)) and 
hence k( X U {t}) C C(&, T) as E( &) < T holds because of T E M”. Whence, 
pt E C (&, T) n &. This implies 
&+7rEC(&+7r,~(i?f7r)) na+7r; 
thus 
E(/3, + 7i-> < s”(i? + T). 
Finally, from Pt~C(&,~) II& and TEM” we obtain, by 4.11(vi), ?r~Mfil. 0 
Definition 9.5. (i) Curd := {K} U (0, : 0 < (T < K}. 
(ii) For ,u E Curd, put 
Lemma 9.6. Assume U( X; y, IT, 5, ,u), NF( y, Oh’s), and LYE H,[Xl. For arbitrary P, 
let fi := y + wp’p. Then the following properties hold. 
(i) P$(&)E~-I~[X] A P,$(&)EM5n~. 
(ii) ForaZlT>v, ‘FI,[XI(Q)) CC(y+l,??~(y+l)). 
(iii) aaE’&,[X] A a~ < a I !P$(c&) < !P$(ii). 
(iv) Under the assumptions a~ YHFI,[ X], fl < y, and t E Term(r), if yr = y+~fi’.~+l’l, 
then 
a(x lJ {t}; Ytv TTT, c9 ru). 
(v) Zfcug,~~ti~[X] and r 6 7 < ,u, then 
%(X;Y,T,~,P) A %(X;~O,T,O,P). 
Proof. (i): & E T&,[X] is obvious. Therefore, Pi(&) E ‘&[X] by 9.2(iv). Since 
‘H,[X](B) G C(y+ l,Pz(yi- 1)) C C(&,T), we get ~,T,&EC(G,T). Since also 
~EC(m(~),~)nm(~),weobtainY~(&)~MfrT~using4.16. 
(ii): Immediate as k(X) 2 n{C(y+ l,!P,O(y+ 1)) : T < 7 < p}. 
(iii): Since &,?r~c(&,P$(&)) by (i), and NF(y,opL‘&) involves y~C(k?,P$(h)), 
it follows ?Pz(y+ 1) E C(&,!P$(&)). From (ii) we get Pz(y+ 1) < rr. Therefore, 
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*y(y-l-1) < *$(a). In view of (ii), this yields ‘P&[X](@) 2 C(&,W$(b)) and 
hence c?aoEC(~,P~(&)); thus, W,$(&) < W:(s). 
(iv): c.uo,~,y~‘Fl~[Xl guarantees ,u,y,]t],(~~~‘H~,[X,t]. Therefore, 
Fix r > rr. We claim that 
(*) UXU {r}) 2 C(Y, + l,ly.,o(Y, + 1)) 
By (ii), r,yEC(y,+ 1,~) and hence G-,Y~EC(Y,,~), which implies ly.F(y, + 1) < r 
and Y~,T E C(y,,@(y, + 1)). As NF(y,wp’“O), this shows y E C(y,,!@‘(y, + 1)), 
yielding ?@(r+ 1) < !P’,O(rt f 1). So we obtain k(X) G C(y,,P:(y, + 1)) and 
hence (*). 
Finally, from (*) and 3_t,[Xl C_ ‘H,,[X,t] and yI E 7_t,,[X], we get !2l(X u 
{t}; Yt9 r, (+, tL). 
(v): U(X;y,r,O,p) is immediate. To see %(X;&,r,O,~), it suffices to verify 
C(Y + l,ly.,O(y+ 1)) C_ C(& + l,P~(& + 1)) for r < K < ,u. From NF(y,wfi’)) 
we get yEC(&+ l,!P’,o(&, + 1)) and hence Pz(r+ 1) < .luz(~?~ + 1). 0 
10. Impredicative cut elimination and collapsing 
In general, the usual cut elimination procedure does not apply when the cut formula 
has been introduced by a reflection inference. This is, for instance, the case when 
results from 
and 
. . . ‘H[s] +[Tran(s)As f 8AAS]~..(s~Erm) 
7-L 6 ~,V’zK~[7’run(z) A z # 8 A AZ] 
(W 
using (Cut), where A is a 173 (K)-formula. In this situation, the usual procedure of 
replacing an instance of (Cut) with cuts of lesser rank does not work. In order to 
overcome this problem, the proof tree has to undergo more radical transformations. 
Theorem 10.1. Suppose 23 (X; y) and NF( y, P). Let r be a set of RS( K) -formulae 
each of which is a subformula of a I73 (K) -formula or I&(K) -formula. Furthermore, 
suppose 7-&, [Xl b r . Then, for all T E M”, 
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Proof. By induction on cr. 
Case 1. The last inference is (V) with principal formula V.xKF(x) E r. Then, for all 
t E Term, there exists (Ye satisfying 1 t I< CY~ < cx and 
1-I,[Ktl bg$F(t). (10) 
Define it := y + tiKhCal+lfl and pr := yt + P = yt + ,K.at. Then NF(y,, ~“1). Also 
B(Xu{r},~t) by 9.4(iv). Therefore, using the induction hypothesis on (lo), 
7-lHp,+?r[X,t,7T] l~r(T~K),F(t)(“*K) 
I 9.r 
(11) 
holds for all t E Term and z- E M p~. If 7r E M’ and t E Term(r) , then, by Lemma 
9.4(iv), z- E Mpf and B(&+r) < B(S+r). Therefore, from (ll), we can conclude 
by means of (‘v’) . Since r(a,K), V’n”F( x)(“,Ic) = r(a,K), th’ is provides the desired result. 
Case 2. The last inference is (A) but does not fall under the previous case. This 
implies that the principal formula has a rank < K or is of the form A0 A Al. The 
assertion then follows by simplifying the considerations of the previous case. 
Case 3. The last inference is (V) with principal formula C Z V( CL)LE~ E r. Thus 
‘FL,[X] kr,CQ for some LO E Jrcv satisfying )LO(<LY and I c ‘F&[X]. Hence, 
by the induction hypothesis , for all r E MG, 
The conditions on LO ensure that 1 LO I< E( iu + T). As M’ C M”O is guaranteed by 
4.11 (vi), and E( 60 + r) < E( & + r) holds by 9.4( iii), applying (V) yields 
forrEM’. 
Case 4. The last inference is (Cut). Then 
and 
I’ An appropriate name for this collapsing technique would be stationary collapsing since in order for this 
procedure to work, a single derivation has to be collapsed into a “stationary” family of derivations. 
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for some cza < (Y and K?(K)-formlae A, TA with rk(A) < K. Since then A as well as 
7A are subformulae of IL73 (K) Un2( K) formulae, we can apply the induction hypothesis 
to both derivations. Whence, for all T E M&O, 
l-l r;O+s [ X, 7~1 [E r(?r*K), TA(~*~) . 
We also have M” C ML0 and 
rk(A (-) ) 8( 60 + 77) < a< B + T) . 
So the desired derivation is obtained by (Cut). 
Case 5. The last inference is (Refh: ) . Then 
TfH,[Xl &-Vn”3y”Vz”F(x,y,z) 
for some cxa < a and a formula C E r of the form 
c = M[T?-un(u) Au z 0n (v’XEu)(3yEu)(vzEu)F(x,y,Z)]. 
Set B 3 VxK3yKVzKF(x, y, z). From the induction hypothesis we then obtain, for all 
r E M&O, 
7-t go+7[ X, T] 1% Z+,‘), B(T*K) . (12) 
In the sequel, fix 7~ E M”. If T E M’O, then 
IF TF-un(IL,) A IL, # 0; 
therefore, using ( 12), 
7-l ir+?r[X’TT,~l I= vr (7,Ic), 3~” [Trun(u) A u # 0 A B(“*K)] 
for all 7 E Mh n Z-. 
Now let s E Temz( r). In view of Corollary 8.4, we get 
I!- IL, # s, /j -7r(cQ, v FK). 
(13) 
Using (13) and (Cut), 
?t &+771x TVS, 71 
holds for all T E M”O satisfying T <I s 1. Thence, applying (7A&O), we get 
(14) 
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for s E Term(r). Putting to use (V) and subsequently (V), we arrive at 
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(16) 
Furthermore, 
IF r(aK) 
JI 
,rC~*lc, 
by 8.2(i) . A dT*lc) is a conjunction of subformulae of &3(r)-formulae. As a conse- 
quence, we can apply 8.13, yielding’* 
(17) 
Since a(&~ + T) < Z(k? + T), (Cut) can be applied on (16) and (17). Hence, 
(18) 
Case 6. The last inference is (Rez). Thus 
3-I,[Xl h CA(s) 7 
where (~0 + 1,~ < (Y, A(s) ~172(7), VEX,,, 3zT[Adu(z) A (3u~z)A(u)(*~~)l E r, 
and aEC(m(T),T) nm(~). 
Here the induction hypothesis provides us with 
for all 7r E M’ C M&O. Since also 8(20+~) +T < 5(&+-r), because of 7 < B(r) < 
g(& + T) , applying (Re$?) gives the assertion. 0 
Corollary 10.2. The passage from 7-&, [X] b r to &+a[ x, 7r] I= r(r,Q (for 
TT E M’) only introduces inferences (Ret) such that u < b. 
Proof. New instances of (Ret) were only 
(Refj-) and those satisfied u < &. 0 
introduced when we removed an instance of 
Theorem 10.3. Suppose !2l(X; y, IT, 5, ,u), NF(y, c+‘~), and r C 21 (r) UA,(rr). Fur- 
thermore, assume that 
and that all the inferences of the form (Re$) that appear in this derivation satisfy 
u 6 y. Then, for & = y + 6Pa, 
I2 This is exactly the place, where the removal of an instance of (Ref& forces us to introduce an instance of 
(Ad&o). 
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Proof. We proceed by main induction on p and subsidiary induction on Q. 
Case I. The last inference is (Ret). Then 
3_I,[Xl r f,A(s) , 
where ac + 1,~ < LY, A(s) E Vx’Ely”G(x,y,s) E Z72(7r), 0,s E ‘H,, CT < y, 
and 3zT[Adu(z) A (3~ z)A(u) (z.v)] E r, and a~C(m(rr),~) nm(rr). Applying 
Inversion, i.e. 7.1, we have, for all TV Temt(rr), 
‘H,[X,tl ~K3y’Wy,s). (19) 
For ~~Ternz(~) and y, := y+~fi’~~+l’l, by 9.6(iv), it holds IU(XU{t};Yt,~,a,p) 
and also yr E YE&, [X, t]. Therefore we can apply the subsidiary induction hypothesis to 
(19), so that with yi := yt + &no, for all TV Tenn(n-), 
Y-L,; IX, tl 1s I’, 3yTG(t, Y, s> . (20) 
Set St := TPg(y, + &&.a0 ). With the aid of the Bounding Lemma, 7.6, we then obtain 
from (20), 
3-t,; [X, tl E C 3yPG(t, y, s> (21) 
for t E Temz( rr) and S, < p < T. Let ~7 := P,“( y + ~fi’~O+~). Due to U( X; y, rr, g, p) 
and NF( y, oPaoilr ), it follows u, rr, y + wCL’~O+~ E C(y + w~~O+~, v). Also u E 
C(m(lr), T) n m(r). Thus Mu is stationary in 7~. From this we gather that v = 
Icr,“(Y + 6J p’po+*) E Mu n 7~. Whence, 
IF Adg(iL,). (22) 
Furthermore, one computes that if t E Term(v), then 8, < 7. Therefore 
?-hi-Xl t r,Vx”3y’lG(n,y,s) (23) 
follows from (21). (23) in conjunction with 1 s I< !Pz( y) < ~7 yields 
IHa[X] t+,s:lL, ~Vx”1y”G(x,y,s). (24) 
Since ~7 < T, 
Xs[XJ F r,3z”[Ad”(z) A (3u~z)A(u)(~,“)] (= r) (25) 
by (24) and (22). Finally, it remains to verify v < Y$( a). We have y + ~~~~~~ < 
y+wPa = & as LYO f 1,~ < cy and T < ,x. From NF(y,d““) it follows y,p,q,u E 
C(&W$(&)); so yfw vO+~ E C (&, !t$ (&) > n &, hence 77 < !P$ (2). Therefore, 
by (25). 
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Case 2. The last inference is (Re?) for some K < rr. Then 
where aofl,~ < a, A(s) zVx’3fG(x,y,s) E n2(K), aE’Hy, 3Z”[Ad”(Z)A(3uE 
~)A(u)(~f”)] l r,anda~C(m(~),~)nm(~). ThereforeA(s)Edo(T) andunlikein 
the previous case we can apply the subsidiary induction hypothesis directly, yielding 
Due to Pi(&) + K < P$( &), the same inference (ReE) leads to 
Case 3. The last inference is (V) with principal formula C Z V(C,),,~ E r. Then 
for some au < (Y and LO E J r a. By subsidiary induction hypothesis , we obtain 
zFI& 
whence, 
% [Xl f$.,c c=r> 
via (V). 
Case 4. The last inference is (A) with principal formula C 2 A( CL)LE~ E r. This 
means 
XFI,[X,Ll px‘ 
andILI~(Y,<LYforLEJ.TheconditionsonrforceCEdo(~).Duetok(C) c 
7fFI,[X](8) n7r C C(y+ l,!Pz(y+l)) f17r, we must have ILI< Wz(y+l) for all 
L E J. Let yL := y + ~~‘~~+l’l. From NF( yL, &‘a,) it follows cU( X U {y‘}; y‘, T, 5, ,u) for 
all LE J. The subsidiary induction hypothesis then yields 
for all LE J, where 6, := yL + wI*‘~, E C(S,P$(&)). 1 LI< a, < a implies 8, < ii; thus 
Pi(&) < P:(b). So, using (A), we conclude 
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Case 5. The last inference is (Cut). Then there exist (~0 < LY and an H(K)-formula 
A with r-k(A) < p, so that 
l_1,[Xl EL4 (26) 
and 
?&[Xl F r, 1A. (27) 
Subcase 5.1. Suppose jZ = Ic + 1. For K := B(&) one obtains, by applying 10.1 to 
(26) and (27), 
recalling T(K,K) = r (since T < K) and K = z( &) E T-l&,,+, [ Xl. Whence, 
(28) 
by means of (Cut), where y’ := y + ~~‘~0 .2. 
Since we have lowered the cut rank from F; = K + 1 to E(& + K) < K, the main 
induction hypothesis can be applied to (28) ; hence 
where ?1 := f + ,I”(&+K)~+Z(&+K) = y + &no + &-o + ,i'(~O+K)*+8(4+K). Since 
17 < & and Pi(v) < ?P$(&), we deduce 
In the sequel, we shall assume p < K. 
Subcuse 5.2. rk(A) < IT. 
Then rk( A) < Pi(&) and A E Ao( n-), hence TA E b(r). Therefore, applying the 
subsidiary induction hypothesis to (26) and (27), 
whence 
by means of (Cut) since P$(&) < T:(G). 
Subcase 5.3. rk(A) > TT and rk(A) $Reg. 
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We can select CT E X7 so that 
0, < rk(A) < &+I. 
Set 7 := &+i. Then 7 < p, 2t(X;y,r,O,p), and TU {A,lA} 2 A(T). Using the 
subsidiary induction hypothesis we get 
whence, 
as rk(A) < Pi. Employing predicative cut elimination, 7.4, we obtain 
IN&,[Xl If-%- 
(29) 
(30) 
with ~7 := !PF(&a) and Y := &. Note that rr < V. Furthermore, U(X; &,T,~,v) and 
NF( Lo, w“%T(?l+t) ). Also v < p. Therefore, letting JJ := &c + wy’~(‘J+t), we can use 
the main induction hypothesis on (30) to conclude 
Noting that 5 < 2 and Pi(l) < !P$( &), this implies 
Subcase 5.4. rk(A) > n= and rk(A) E Reg. 
Let 7 := r-k(A). Then either A or TA is of the form 3x7F(x) with F(lJ.,o) E&(T). 
If a0 < T, then TA never gets used as a principal formula of an inference in 
T-f,,[X] y r, TA , and therefore, 7$[X] r r . Thus, by subsidiary induction hypoth- 
esis , 7-&[X] 1% r, whence T-&[X] e r since P$(&,) < Pi(&). 
Now assume G < CQ. Observe that 2$$ $, T, 0, p) and r, A C &(T) U XI(T). 
Applying the subsidiary induction hypothesis to (26) and using the Bounding Lemma 
7.6, we obtain 
(31) 
From (27), by employing 615(iii) and !@‘(&c) E’HQ[X], we get 
7_I&[X] ~r,YA(~:@O)J). (32) 
Since 2l( X; ~?a, T, 0, p) and NF( 60, w@‘~‘J), th e subsidiary induction hypothesis can be 
used on (32), furnishing 
(33) 
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where S := $0 + ~fi’~O. Using (Cut) on (31) and (32)) we obtain 
(34) 
If T = rr, then (34) implies 
noting that F:(8) < Pi(&). 
From now on, let T < r. Again, we can select u E I-& so that 0, 6 !Pf( S) < L&+1 < 
T. Through the use of predicative cut elimination, (34) yields 
%[~I p-9 (35) 
where we put r] := y?P~(S)(!@(6) + 1) and v := 0,. Set y’ := S + opL’“o. Then 
S < y’ and NF( y’, ~“‘7) since Y < p as well as 77 < v < era. Since n- < r and VE 
C(y+ W’,O(r+ I>>, 
Since Y < p, we can 
y’ + WV-r, 
7-fpiw g$. 
IJ 
we get T < P:(S) ; thence 7~ f V. Note that !2l( LX; y’, T, 5, Y) . 
use the main induction hypothesis on (35), so that with p := 
(36) 
One readily verifies p < 8 and p E C (15, Pg( &> ). Therefore, by (36)) 
Theorem 10.4. Let po := 1 and p,,+l := KPn. 
(i) I3 If A is a IZ3- sentence of C and KP + II,-Ref t A, then there is an n < w 
such that, for all rr~ Mpn, 
(ii) The property of being an admissible set above o can be expressed by a AO- 
formula. (For definiteness, let this be the formula displayed in [ l] .) If B is a 
21 -sentence and 
KP+Il3-ReftV’x[Ad(n) ---f BX], 
then there is a k < w such that 
I3 The meaning of (i) can be &eatly enhanced by developing the collapsing functions on the basis of a 
I73-reflecting ordinal, say ~0. It will then be possible, given a proof of a I73-sentence in KP + II3-Rex 
to determine a Ko-recursively stationary set of reflection points; thereby providing an Herbrand analysis for 
provable II3 -sentences of KP + II3 -Ref. 
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Proof. (i) According to Theorem 8.11, there is an m < w satisfying 
Applying Corollary 7.5 several times, we get 
X0 EALK. 
Letting y := pmf4, we have NF(y, KPm+Z) and !I3( 0; y). So we can apply Theorem 10.1 
to get 
for all GTE MPn, provided that n > m + 4. 
(ii): By the same procedure as in (i), we obtain an n < o satisfying 
where ~0 := 2”( p,) . Since 
80 E Ad&,) 1 
it follows 
Letting y := pn+2, a := - g(p,, + ~0) + 1 and ,u := B(pn + WI), we have y, LY E ‘FI,, 
NF( y, d‘.‘“), and U(0; y, al, 0, ,u). Also, by Corollary 10.2, cr < y holds for all 
inferences (Ret) appearing in (37). Therefore, by Theorem 10.3, we obtain 
for & := y + &‘a and S := pi, (a). Using predicative cut elimination, Theorem 7.4, 
this leads to 
?fa r Bkal . 
For k := n + 3, one easily verifies 6 < Pk and q% < #$, (Pk). Hence, 
Corollary 10.5. 1 KP + nj-RefI 6 !@,, (EIC+I ) . 
( 1 KP + l73-Ref 1 denotes the proof-theoretic ordinal of KP + l&Ref.) 
Remark 10.6. The bound given in 10.5 is indeed sharp. But we will not give a proof 
for that in this paper. 
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11. Conclusions 
A notation system which is suitable for an ordinal analysis of KP + I7,,+2-rejection 
(n > 1) can be derived from collapsing functions based on l7: indescribable cardinals, 
where 0 < m < n. Here one employs the thinning-operation 
Mk+l (x> = {‘=EX : 7~ is ni indescribable on X}, 
where v is I7: indescribable on X if for all Ut , . . . , Ui C V, and every L7: sentence F, 
whenever (V,, E, UI, . . . , Ui) k F, then there exists a VEX n r such that 
(V,,E,Ul flV, ,..., UiflVp) + E 
As a matter of fact, if K is nk+i indescribable and X C K is stationary in K then Mk( X) 
is also stationary in K. So, analogously to Definition 4.8, given a n”+t indescribable 
cardinal %, one defines a hierarchy of subsets M?” of R (using M, in place of M) 
which induces a collapsing function =y+, by letting 
So, = leastv [vEM>“]. 
We have already pointed out that the use of large cardinals in the development of 
collapsing functions is merely an exaggeration that simplifies proofs, but could be 
avoided by employing their recursively large analogoues (see [ 261) . However, regarding 
a consistency proof for KP+nj-Ref (or, more generally, KP+l7,,+2-rejlection) we would 
like to have some kind of constructive justification for the well-foundedness of (I(K) , < 
). First, let us delimit in which metatheory such a consistency proof can be accomplished. 
A rough estimate would be first order arithmetic augmented by the scheme of transfinite 
induction along the ordering of I(K). To see this, note that (I(K), <) is primitive 
recursive (after some coding) and that recursive RS( K) derivations suffice for the results 
of Sections 6 through 10. Now, recursive RS(K) derivations can be formalized in first- 
order arithmetic (see [29]). But we can do even better. For a particular arithmetic 
theorem of KP + I73-ReJ say A, an n can be determined (depending on the proof 
of A) such that there is a cut free controlled recursive derivation of A that utilizes 
solely ordinals from In( Kc) = C( pn, 0), where pa = 1 and Pk+t = K?‘.. So the upshot 
is that any arithmetic theorem of KP + IT,-Ref is provable in first-order arithmetic 
augmented by the schemes of transfinite induction for all the orderings <,, arising 
by restricting < to 7,(K). Finally, by results of Friedman and Sheard [ 10, Theorem 
4.51, and Buchholz [4] the consistency (even the l-consistency) of the latter theory 
is provable in primitive recursive arithmetic plus a scheme expressing that there is no 
infinite primitive recursive l4 descending sequence in the notation system determined by 
C&+190) G 7(X). 
By now we have managed to reduce the consistency of KP + II,-Ref to the principle 
(say I;T( <) ) that every concrete strictly decreasing sequence of members of C( .s~+i , 0) 
terminates in a finite number of steps. How can we assure ourselves of the validity of 
FT( <)? Takeuti (see [ 3 1,321) refers to such proofs as accessibility proofs. In his work 
I4 This holds even for elementary functions. 
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he has given accessibility proofs for the ordinal diagrams that he used for his consistency 
proof of Ii’: comprehension. As to the methods allowed for such proofs, Takeuti delimits 
a kind of concrete constructivity. In the words of Takeuti [ 32, p.961: “We believe that our 
standpoint is a natural extension of Hilbert’s finitist standpoint, similar to that introduced 
by Gentzen, and we call it the Hilbert-Gentzen finitist standpoint.” 
However, Takeuti does not formally lay bare what he counts as acceptable from his 
stance, this especially applies to what he calls (using Hilbert’s jargon) “performing 
a Gedankenexperiment”. Of course, ultimately, justification can only come about by 
halting at some intuitively convincing grounds, and no explanation can substitute for each 
individuals understanding. Incidentally, the author convinced himself of the accessibility 
of I(K) along the lines delineated by Takeuti. 
Nonetheless, it might be desirable to obtain different accessibility proofs based on 
different styles of constructivity. There are prospects that extensions of Martin-Lof’s 
intuitionistic type theory with higher universes can provide a uniform setting for con- 
sistency proofs. Griffor and Palmgren (see [ 111) have outlined an intuitionistic theory 
of types with transfinite universes that provides a means of understanding constructive 
Mahlo numbers. 
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